


































































location: belgrade, serbia
instructor: ana miljacki

project type: collective studio
collaborators: 

christopher allen
jenna schnitzler 
lauren gideonse 

sloan aulgur 
susan williams 

ina wu

Our REPLAY proposal was introduced 
through an envelope with a series of 
loose-leaf handouts. Each envelope 
contains a character card of a quasi-
fictional quality, loosely based on 
people we met in Belgrade. The 
network of people contained within is 
the basis for the culminating portion of 
this studio, including its architectural 
proposal. 

The cards give a character overwiew 
along with potential housing needs and 
social connections between the group. 
The characters reflect a shared need 
for affordable housing, community 
connection and an openness to 
alternative modes of living. 

Together, as a Collective Studio, we 
envisioned a framework in which the 
Co-Op exists, strategized choosing of 
the site, explored modes of living and 
care, and speculated on how it could all 
grow in the future. 
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sharing shelf at basketball 
court

envelope containing "how 
to" cards for constructing a 
cooperative housing model
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ground floor basketball court and sharing shelf, with upper level terracing 



the cooperative model warants a 
gradual ocupation of the site; the most 
cost-effective, yet gesturally powerful 
moves, including flower bombing, the 
tending of vegetation and overgrowth 

as signs of care
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ground floor plan
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typical residential floor plan

Djuro
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neighborhood 3

neighborhood 2

neighborhood 4

Jelica

Miroslav

bedroom 
living room 
kitchen 
bathroom 
balcony 
common laundry
common living room 
shared study 
common kitchen 
shated balcony 
shared bicycle parking
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Jelcia is an architect and academic with 
a particularfocus on the preservation 
of New Belgrade buildings.She is well 
connected both within Belgrade and 
in the cultural circles. She is very busy 
and rarely home. She wants a simple 
apartment, low responsibilities, but 
with access to nice spaces for working 
and occasional gathering. 

A widower of many years, Djuro has 
been living with his daughter and her 
family. They are moving out of the 
country for a period, but don’t want to 
leave him alone. He likes being around 
people, particularly children as he 
misses his family. He remembers the 
best parts of life in Yugoslavia and is 
interested in this experiment.

Miroslav and his wife are both very 
handy and looking for an opportuni-
ty to start a small business that takes 
advantage of their skills. They recently 
sold a company and have some extra 
capital that they would be looking to 
invest in a community. They have an 
adult child who visits frequently that 
they need to be able to host.  



kitchen "thick wall:" interface for 
sharing resources

outdoor lounge area
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view across interior: private study to shared living room

shared living room to terrace
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